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THe
good
morning
Wednesday

BG News
Bowling Green State University

weather
Sunny today. High in the upper 40s. clear tonight with the
low in the upper 20s

November 17, 1982

Up and away

Flying reality for
Airborne students
by Erin Esmont
staff reporter
Owning an airplane is a rich
man's nobby, a businessman's
asset and a poor man's dream.
While not everyone can own an
airplane, Airborne Aviation makes
learning to fly a reality for all.
"We get all kinds of people who
want to be pilots," Dan Dunn, part
owner and operator of the business,
said.
Airborne Aviation, located at the
Wood County Airport, 1255 E. Poe
Road, was started last June by
Dunn and his business partner, Jeff
Bucher.
"We saw a need for this. No one
has operated a business like this
here in five years," Dunn said.
"The only other place is a grass
strip on the southwest end of town.
Jeff and I saw the need and we
decided to pursue it."
Airborne Aviation specializes in
four different areas of business and
commercial flying. Besides flight
and ground instruction, the company offers aircraft rental, aircraft
maintenance and air charter, Dunn
explained.
"Our flight instruction program
and aircraft rental is doing the best
right now," Dunn said. "Probably
90 percent of the traffic taking off
from here is general, or privatelyowned, aircraft. The other 10 percent is business traffic," he said.

Eighteen people currently are
enrolled in the flight and ground instruction program, in various
phases of flight training, Dunn
said. In order to get a pilot s license
a student must have 40 hours of air
time, 20 of which are with an instructor and 20 are solo.
Dunn, who has his flight instructor's license, takes care of the
g'ound and flight instruction, while
ucher concentrates more on aircraft maintenance. Bucher, a 1982
graduate of the University's
aerotechnology department, enjoys maintaining the machines.
"To service aircrafts, you need a
special maintenance license,"
Bucher said.
"A lot of flying is a pleasure-type
thing, and when the economy is
bad, it is one of the first things to
go. Yet for those who own a plane
already, it still will need to be
serviced.
"We presently have 42 planes in
the field that need to be serviced,"
Bucher said.
As if the work they have doesn't
keep them busy enough, Dunn and
Bucher are considering other areas
they would like to explore.
"We would like to begin a cargo
service for businesses, yet don't exB;ct these changes overnight,"
unnsaid.
Both men decided to go into the
aircraft business because of their
we FLYING page 3

BG Mews photo/Patrick Sandor
Dan Dunn (left) and Jett Bucher reassemble the engine casing to the airplane they own and use in (light instructions
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Shuttle "delivers astronauts home

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.
(AP) - The space shuttle returned to
Earth Tuesday as a tried and true
carrier of space cargo, its commander exulting, "Yes sir, we
deliver."
With dawn's early light shining off
the American flag on its side, the
shuttle cut through desert clouds to a
centerline landing.
"We've been on a fantastic
voyage," Vance Brand said.
Making it look easy, the spacecraft
commander steered Columbia over

California's Mojave Desert and glided
to a smooth stop with more than 5,000
feet of concrete left.

"You certainlylived up to the motto
on this flight," Roy Bridges at the
console in Mission Control told the
astronauts.
The motto, repeated often during
the flight, was "We Deliver."
Columbia flight five was the first
operational mission of the world's
first reusable spacecraft. With more
than 10 million miles on its flight log,

the ship will undergo a 10 month
overhaul.

Challenger, the next ship in the
fleet, is being readied at Cape
Canaveral to take the next three
flights, beginning with flight six, Jan.
24.
James Abrahamson, NASA's
associate administrator for space
flight, said the space walk scrubbed
on Monday because of malfunctioning
space suits may be taken then, "if we

are certain we understand exactly want a safe landing. It turned out we
what went wrong and have corrected made that choice.
Thirty minutes after the
it.
touchdown, the astronauts - Brand,
Mission specialist Joseph Allen Cilot Robert Overmyer, Allen, and
enoir - stepped from the ship that
recalled that after he and William
Lenoir deployed two communications had been their home for five days.
satellites last week Brand com- Waving and smiling, they bounced
mented that the only flight objectives jauntily one after the other down a
left were an extravehicular activity stair ramp and appeared pleased with
and a landing. Allen said he what they saw.
Although the space walk was scrubresponded:
bed, Columbia accomplished its
"If we have to make a choice, we primary goals: acting as a carrier for

two communications satellites. The
satellites were deployed after flight
days one and two. Their own rockets
then sent them into "stationary orbit"
22,300 feet above the equator
The astronauts refer to themselves
as "The Ace Trucking Company" and
often voiced the idea that they can
deliver.
After they kicked out the satellites,
the crew hoisted a sign that said:
"Fast and Courteous Service."

Soviet life explained
by Marcia Sloan
copy editor

Dr. John Eriksen

The turning point in Dr. John
Eriksen's professional life came when
he visited Germany in 1948.
Eriksen, a trustee professor in
Slitical science, originally went to
irmany to study the language.
However, the Soviet blockade began
and by the time he returned to the
United States, he had decided his
career specialization would be in the
area of Soviet politics.
"The blockade was a very sobering
experience," he said. "Here we were,
expecting peace and settlement and
instead we faced a new world crisis. I
felt my future studies should be in the
direction of this country."
Since that time, Eriksen has visited
the Soviet Union 11 times - including a
recent five-week trip which lasted
from the end of September until the
beginning of this month.
He said his purpose in making the
trip was to "upgrade my impressions
and perceptions of the people and
government" before teaching a
course in Soviet politics next
semester.
"It had been nine years since I was
last there, and I really felt I should
see what types of changes had been
BG News photc/Liz Kelly made over that period of time," he
said.

Draft resister case dismissed
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Draft opponents said Tuesday a federal
judge's decision could force the
government to scrap its registration
program, but the Selective Service
warned young men they must sign up
or face prosecution.
Barry W. Lynn of the group Draft
Action said in Washington, D.C., that
"the death knell for draft registration" was sounded when U.S. District
Judge Terry Hatter Jr. dismissed the
case against an admitted draft reister
in Los Angeles Monday.

Hatter said the registration rules
had been put into effect in 1980, "a
mere 21 days" after they were
published in the Federal Register instead of 30 days, as required
He also ruled the government had
violated David Wayte's constitutional
right of free speech by prosecuting only vocal opponents of the draft.
U.S. Attorney Stephen Trott said
the case would be appealed to the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, but no
notice of appeal had been filed by early Tuesday afternoon.

A Justice Department spokesman
said Tuesday that the administration
will appeal "the entire order issued
yesterday by Judge Terry Hatter.
This includes all issues in the opinion
and order.
The Department of Justice believes
the opinion is wrong and will proceed
with investigations and prosecutions
of non-registrants in a routine manner," Arthur Brill, deputy director of
public affairs, said in a statement to
reporters.
Lynn said he believes the legal pro-

blems with registration cannot be
cured retroactively and that it should
be abandoned.
Otherwise, the government would
have to start all over again with new
regulations and reregister men, he
said. He questioned whether Congress
would be willing to appropriate funds
to start over.
"The government has a serious law
enforcement problem on its hands,"
added David Landau of the American
Civil Liverties Union, saying he too
see DRAFT page 4

Eriksen said some positive changes
"There has always been a strong
have been made since his last visit to anti-American bias in the news, but
the country in the area of consumer this time it seemed somewhat inneeds, but not necessarily in the way creased," he said. "All of the news on
of individual happiness.
the pipeline, the Middle East affairs,
"If you ask it there have been and Reagan's public statements were
changes in the area of basic needs, the very negative.
answer is yes," he said. "The lines for
Eriksen said while he wa there,
food are shorter, there are more Soviet citizens were repeated warnapartments for people to live in, and ed to stay away from foreigners for
they are better clothed.
intelligence reasons.
"But if you ask me about an imHe added, however, that despite the
provement in the basic quality of life, negative government statements he
that I don't see. The Russian people people are actually very nice to
are wonderful people but I feel very Americans.
depressed whenever I visit because
"When you hear propaganda inforthere is so much poverty, such low ming people to stay away from you, it
standards - so little prospect for them makes you feel quite uncomfortable,
to realize a full and abundant life."
but actually the people respond to
Another area Eriksen noticed some Americans pleasantly," he said.
amount of change in was a stronger
During his stay, Eriksen met with
anti-American sentiment.
see ERIKSEN page 3

Prices, layoffs rise;
recession lingers
WASHINGTON (AP) - Spurred by
higher costs for new cars, wholesale
prices rose 0.5 percent in October, the
government said Tuesday. The
modest increase, while reversing an
actual drop the previous month, was
seen as "good news" at the White
House, but a related report showed
another slip in factory output and
portended more layoffs and lingering
recession.

Despite last month's comparatve
surge, wholesale inflation stands at a
modest annual pace of 3.3 percent for
the first 10 months. October's rate
would translate to 5.7 percent if it held
for a year.
Continually moderating food and
fuel prices were more than offset by
the spurt in prices for new cars and
trucks as manufacturers terminated
discounts given to dealers in
September to clear away inventories
of 1982 models.
The boost in October followed a 0.1
percent decline in wholesale prices
the month before.

But deputy White House press
secretary Peter Roussel said the
Labor Department's report was
"good news," and "it dictates we're
winning the battle against inflation."
In another report, however, the
Federal Reserve Board said production in the nation's factories and
mines fell 0.8 percent in October, trie
13th such decline in the last 15
months.
The falloff was the steepest in that
category since a 1.1 percent decrease
of last April - providing another signal
of the recession's continuing grip on
the economy,

Car and truck production fell 17 percent from September.
In remarks prepared for delivery to
the U.S. League of Savings Associations in New Orleans, President
Ronald Reagan, citing figures showing personal savings are at their
highest levels in six years: "The turnaround in your industry signals a
turnaround for the rest of the
economy - and that's mighty good
see ECONOMY page 4
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Draft ruling shows
courageous judge
We were enthralled to hear of Monday's decision
by Judge Terry Hatter. Judge Hatter ruled that
President Carter's proclamation requiring registration for the draft is invalid.
The News has long felt that conscription goes
against the most basic tenants of our society and
it to be abolished. The ruling by Judge Hatter is
a step in the right direction.
Judge Hatter based his ruling on the fact that not
enough time was allowed between the announcement of and the actual implementation of the program for draft registration. Although this is a minor
technicality, we support Judge Hatter for finding it
and declaring the proclamation invalid.
The truly significant aspect of Judge Hatter's ruling is that he also said the government failed to prove its case did not involve selective enforcement of
the law. David Wayte, who was being tried in the
case, was an out-spoken resister of draft registration as were all the other men who have been tried
so far. We see this as more than coincidental. It
represents a clear pattern of selective enforcement
of the law designed to scare opponents to the draft
into silence.
Judge Hatter is to be applauded for his clear viewing of the case and his courage in standing by the
law where other judges have backed down.

Oxfam America
helps solve
hunger problem
Oxfam America's annual "Fast for a World
Harvest" is taking place this week and we urge all
members of the University community to
participate.
The Oxfam fast takes place the week before
Thanksgiving each year. During this week, Oxfam
America asks people to fast for one day and to
donate the money they would have used for food to
help the world's hungry. Oxfam uses to money collected to sponsor projects in the Third World and
other areas of rampant hunger.
With a full two-thirds of the world's population
receiving only minimal nutrition - or starving - the
need to support organizations like Oxfam is great.
We have researched the work of Oxfam and can
attest to its effectiveness. Oxfam does not sponsor
projects which are merely designed to give rood to
the starving and then let the problem develop all
over again. They sponsor self-help projects which
will teach the starving to produce adequate food
supplies in the future.
By participating in the Oxfam fast, one can not only help millions of people throughout the world, but
also make this Thanksgiving more meaningful by
Saining a greater understanding of what we truely
o have to be thankful for.
The Great American Smoke-out is also taking
place this week. This is the annual day on which the
American Cancer Society asks all smokers to quit
for 24 hours.
We urge all smokers participating this Thursday
to take the money which normally would be spent on
cigarettes and place it in one of the Oxfam collection
jars in one of the dorm cafeterias or in the Union.
If we all participate in these events this week, then
over Thanksgiving we may truely be able to give
thanks because a ray of hope has been provided the
millions of starving people in the world.
THE BG NEWS
editor
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Vietnam fought for freedom
Last Friday night I sat in my mother's living room in Toledo watching
ABC's late night news program,
Nigbtline. This was one of the most
piunfunialMioursofmylife^^^^

COMMENT
by Mike Towle
Images of the Viet Nam war splashed
across the screen, mixed in with tear
filled shots of the sons and daughters
of some of the 57,939 soldiers that
gave their lives defending freedom.
Yes, I did say defending freedom.
Somewhere along the line this country
has forgotten that.
It's hard for me to forget that.
My father spent six years in a Viet
Cong prisoner of war camp. Six years
that, as he puts it. "Teaches a person
why they should Se willing to die for
freedom."

though, is when he did come home,
nooody carea Dut me.
I clung to him that day, feeling the
emotions of six long years drain from
me. This was what I had prayed for,
but somehow I sensed something was
missing. I didn't realize it then, but
now I Know what it was. "Johnny"
had come home, but nobody cared.

I STILL FEEL the pain inside me
whWTthink of myself as a young boy,
sitting on the porch steps of our home,
baseball glove in hand, praying that
my father would come home from a
war I was too young to understand.
I can still feel the tears streaming
down my face as I walked home in the
dark from a little league football
game because I knew I would have no
father to put his arm around me and
say, "Son, I'm proud of you."
I can still see my mother sitting
beside the TV., watching nightly, the
war being played out in front of herwatching for a sign of the end, and
probably wondering if her husband
was still alive. I can still see the
moisture in her eves as we caught a
glimpse of my father's face, peering
through the bus window the night my
prayers were finally answerea
That war took my father away from
me in the most vital part of my
childhood. What hurts the most

VIET NAM WAS an unpopular war.
(Not that any war is popular.) At its
end the American people wanted to
forget about the protests, and demonstrations that had gone on during it.
But the American people also forgot
about the young men that fought in it.
There was no ticker tape thrown for
the Viet Nam vet.
When the 59 American hostages in
Iran returned home there were ribbons on every tree and a parade in
every town. People were ecstatic because we had won a battle of nerves
with the Iranian government.

Where were these ecstatic people at
the end of the Viet Nam war?
The Viet Nam vet was, and is,
thought of as a psychotic, drug adicted, unemployable member of society. A stereotype largely
unfounded. In only ten years after
being released my father worked his
way from an entry level job into an
executive position at a major corporation.
THIS PAST WEEKEND in Washinton
D.C., a memorial was dedicated to the
men who gave their lives in Viet Nam.
It is a tribute built by Viet Nam
veterans to honor Viet Nam veterans.
Also a memorial that is long overdue.
It saddens me to think that the very
men who fought beside those who
died, were the only ones who cared
enough to honor them.
Mike Towle is a junior journalism
major from Toledo, OH. He is a senior
stan reporter for toe News.

University needs efficiency
Now has come the time to let the
University students know why they
are being made to wait in lines, why
they cannot get into certain classes
heavily in demand, and other assininitiestheUniversitycommit^^^^

COMMENT
by Nancy Beach
Does the University have an economist or a money manager somewhere? They must. I hope he comes
out of hiding soon.
It is true that universities all over
the country are suffering from declining enrollments and they greatly
appreciate any money they can get
from anyplace.
But they would have enough money
If they just spent it in right way.
LET US START with general fees.
Why do so much of the general fees go
to the athletic department? Why does
a cut of the money from the washers
and dryers in dorms go to the there as
well? What good does it really do the
majority of students not involved in
athletics? As matter of fact, what
good does it really do for those that
are involved in athletics? Very few
people at this University are going to
be on professional teams and make a
career out of their sport. It is not right
that some students cannot get into a
class that is heavy demandand sub-

money. Perhaps he should have hired
a couple of communications or oublic
relations students if he needed someone to do his gophering for him.

ject to staff shortages while some
freshman or sophomore football
Elayer gets paid to come to school,
•avel the country and sit on the
bench. The University even pays for
such miscellaneous expenses as tutoring if the athlete cannot cut it alone in
his classes.

I ALSO KNOW that he is restructuring the administration - but is not all
this reorganizing costing us money,
too?

Speaking of classes, there has been
some very poor planning there. By
tenuring so many professors in disciplines such as English and history,
the University now nas an abundance
of professors they have promised
security to, while business, radio-tvfilm and journalism majors cannot
get Into classes they need because no
more staff can be hired to teach those
classes. If you are of another major,
try getting a marketing class, or a
journalism class to satisfy your requirements. It is almost impossible.
The students that are paying their
hard-earned money (or their parents') should not be cheated of the
chance to take anything they want at
this University.

And then, there are more simple
matters, such as why does the University send two bills - one for tuition and
one for room and board? They spend
all that money in postage, computer
time and personnel time to send two
bills instead of one. If they think that
it is more conducive toward sending
in the money (two bills for smaller
amounts are better than one big bill),
then why are they withholding students' payroll checks at the bursar's
office at random to simply to remind
them that they need to pay their
spring semester bills, when the payment is not due until the 15th of
November anyway? Of course, not all
students receive two bills. Many live
off campus. Is it too confusing to the
And what about our new University office workers to enter just tuition
6resident, who takes a nice long vaca- payment for some some students and
on instead of being here at the begin- tuition/room and board for others?
ning of the semester? We knew the
Well, the University did try to do
vacation was already set when he was
hired. But couldn't something have something when it changed to semesbeen done? Now he has hired himself ters. That means only two registraan assistant to help him with his job. tion periods (not including summer)
If Dr. Moore did not need an assistant, two class changeovers, and four bills
why does he? There goes more of our instead of six (if you live on campus).

LETTERS
Because of the Cook and Piacquadio
incident reported in the BG News on
Thursday Nov. 11,1962,1 feel I must,
as a concerned student, express my
thoughts about the incident.
I feel the University officials did not
take appropriate action when dealing
with these two individuals. The 17
year old girl agreed to have sexual
relations with these two young men. (
She has a past history of permiscurity
according to a Bromfield staff member).
The broadcast device the BG News
referred to was a stereo with a microphone with the speaker wire running
into the next room. My personal opinion about this act is not relevant, but
this act is an old college prank that
has been going on for years. Who did
this action hurt? I do not think this act
degraded the young lady when she
was going to have sexual relations
with two men, a microphone just
doesn't seem to be a tool to suspend a
student for. The girl didn't even file
the complaint, her girlfreind reported
the incident to a resident hall staff
member because the 17 year old girl
wasn't going to. While two men were
suspended from BGSU and their academic careers ruined, this young lady
was just asked to withdraw from the
university. Since she was willing to
take part in this act, wasn't she just as
liable?

Thomas Krach
OCMB 2937

ANYWAY, THERE ARE more mundane matters, such as the long lines at
the student employment office. They
have a new system there. It is more
assinine than the previous system. At
the begnninng of the semester, you
had to camp out just to get a referral
for a lob you may not get. Why didn't
they just put in some more phones,
post a list of available Jobs and their
requirements, and have people phone
in for referrals? The office can make
a list of students referred, and have a
list of students eligible for workstudy. Would that nothave saved a lot
of time and money?
Another surprising factor: As of
last spring, all services available at
the Career and Counseling Center, the
Well and the Psychological Services
Center were filled to the brim. Perhaps we could (at least) get more
counselors for all those poor psychologically affected students, whose problems were probably brought on by the
multitudinous ineff icencles in the University's budgeting. The University
owes them that much.
Nancy Beach Is an Assistant Editor
at the News. She is a junior journalism major from Bedford, OH.

University action inappropriate
The Greek system
rejected ZTA colony
I was very interested to read in the
Thursday Nov. 4 issue that a new
sorority will be colonizing. I wish
them luck. My hope is that they will
not encounter the hostility, uncooperativeness, and apathy from the
greek system that the Zeta Tau Alpha
colony and chapter received from
1976 to 1980. We were, by the way, the
last chapter to colonize here, not
Delta Zeta, who became established
circa 1952. The original members of
ZTA's colony believed, as Kappa
Kappa Gamma does now, that there
was a need for more sororities at
Bowling Green State University.
Since there was a movement to show
more greek unity during 1976, we
believed the greek community would
have been overjoyed to see a new
sorority starting.
I regret to say that this was not the
case.
Item: During the Fall Formal Rush
of 1977, certain sororities who shall

remain nameless, told me and others
in my rush group not to pledge the
ZTA colony. No group is to Influence a
rushee in any way, as this is a rush
violation.

you? Two months before we started
we did not get a write-up in the paper,
although we repeatedly contacted
your offices to send a reporter to
cover our new group.

Item: The day that Zeta Tau Alpha
held its reception to celebrate receiving its charter and becoming a chapter, very few representatives from
the greek community showed up.
Only one fraternity president was
there. Out of the other eleven sororities and the rest of the fraternities,
not even one fourth of the greek
community bothered to send a representative. This was a major event
for the entire greek population. It is
really quite a feeling to know that you,
as a group, were ignored by the majority of the greeks.

I am not saying that the greek
community and its advisers were the
ultimate cause for our chapter finally
closing, but they sure did not help us
in our struggle for survival. Every
chapter has its share of membership,
financial, and attitude problems.
Since we were new, our problems
seemed to be magnified because of
our inexperience. We needed and
asked for help a show of greek unity,
but our pleas fell on deaf ears.

Although most groups sent cards
and letters and Panhel gave us a gift,
unity is shown by presence, not 99f
ads in The BG News personals. This
was just the beginning. Throughout
theyears we were here, we received
minute moral support.
Item: Hey, BG News, where were

It is my firm belief that unless those
now in the greek organizations do not
help and support this new colony of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, in a few years
they will have the misfortune to join
the ranks of the closed chpaters as
ZTA did.
K«thlMn Kr«g»r
Past Vlc« Prattdant
Zata Tau Alpha
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University officials felt that this
matter was so urgent, that they did
not even let the Student Arbitration
Board hear the case. The Board felt
they needed a week to review the
facts to render an appropriate decision, but the University felt that was
too long of a wait - these sexual
deviants had to be removed immediately before they strike again!!!
If due process of law was used,
would these students be expelled
now? Obviously, these students
rights were violated and their academic careers ruined because of hastilly made decisions. The questions I
ask is does the administration have
the right to declare what sexual preferences and activities are the norm
without a student bearing and does
the administration have the right to
Inflict their morals on the students of
BGSU without student representation. Why did it take over a month for
this information to be released?

Of course, we are paying for it now in
poor morale and poorer grades,
heavier schedules and less choice of
classes, but hey. that is OK. We knew
you were doing it for us, Frazier
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Tobacco users 'give up
by Judy Gluntz
staff reporter

When the urge to smoke hits, take
deep breaths similar to smoking, inhaing clean air, not the polisoness
gases found in cigarettes.
Pass up coffee, caffinated soft drinks
and alcohol, as they increase the
desire to smoke.
Change habits connected with smoking. Leave the dinner table after
eating to avoid the urge to light up.
Spend time with non-smoking
friends.
Go to non-smoking sections of
restaurants and theaters.
Tell family and friends you are tryingto quit and ask them to help you.
One University student, Laura
Eaton, recently quit smoking.
"Quitting 'cola turkey' was the
easiest way for me," she said. "I've
tried quitting before by cutting down,
but one cigarette eventually leads to
another."
Eaton runs to keep her mind off
smoking. She advises those who are
trying to quit to try not to think about
smoking by keeping busy and to use
the money saved from not buying
cigarettes on more important things.
"The Great American Smokeout is

in the sixth consecutive year as a nationwide effort," Partin said.

. . . from Page 1
"The people articulate very strongmembers of the Ministry of Trade, ly that they want an arms freeze,
Ministry of Education and the that's the official line," he said.
Moscow City Council to aid his
research. He said that although they
"They'll tell you they are seeking a
were willing to meet with him, he had 'negotiated understanding,' that
no way of knowing their true feelings peace is what we want. But ol course,
on certain issues.
most of these people are not the
"Everything they are telling you is decision-makers.'
consistent with the Communist Party
line," he said.
One area Eriksen found most
depressing was the government's
Eriksen added the same is true treament of the Jewish people. He
when discussing a possible said many Jews apply for exit visas in
U.S.-U.S.S.R. arms freeze with Soviet the hope of leaving the Soviet Union,
citizens.
but few are actually granted.

"What usually happens when they
apply for exit visas is that their request is not granted, but their jobs are
taken and they really become 'nonpersons,' " Eriksen said.
He added that there are approximately 4,000 Jews in Leningrad alone
who are in that position.
The recent death of Soviet leader,
Leonid Brezhnev, should not change
the government's main line.
"f think things will remain pretty
much the way they have been under
Brezhnev, with perhaps the hard line
strengthened some by Andropev," he
said.

Recent studies have shown that
young men and women who are college educated are among the top
group of people most likely to quit
smoking, according to the American
Cancer Society.
Each year the American Cancer
Society sponsored the Great
American Smokeout to challenge
smokers to give up their cigarettes for
one day.
"The goal of the smokeout is to
smokers to quit from midnight to midnight on Thursday," according to
Janet Partin, director of the Wood
County Unit of the American Cancer
Society.
"It is also a chance for a nonsmoker to get a friend to quit," she
said.
"Smoking used to be considered
sophisticated," she said, "but now it's
really looked down upon in sciety."
She suggested the following tips on
quitting:
-Don't carry a lighter or matches and
hide ashtrays.

According to the American Cancer
Society, the first mass movement by
smokers to give up their cigarettes
was led by Lynn R. Smith editor of
the Minnesota Times in his hometown
in 1974.
Smith's idea, "D-day," quickly
spread throughout Minnesota. In 1976,
if stepped west to California where it
became known as the Great
American Smokeout.
In 1977, the Smokeout was observed
for the first time nationwide.
"A follow-up study of last year's
Smokeout showed that 18 million
smokers tried to quit for the day, and
five million succeeded," Partin said.
"Of those 6.7 percent were still not
smoking almost a year later."
A booth will be set up in University
Hall where smokers can sign a pledge
card to promise not to smoke for the
day. Members of The Well
will be there to give "quit smoking"
tips.
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interest in flying and their desire to
remain self-employed.
"The reason I am doing this is
because I grew up with it," Dunn
said.
A native of Bowling Green, he enjoys working at the Wood County
Airport for sentimental reasons,
too.
"After World War II, a lot of peoSle were involved in the flight
aining program they offered at
the airport, and my father was one
of the night instructors who worked here, he said.
When not working, Dunn can be
found either at the Bowling Green
hockey games or playing in the
rock-and-roll band, Airborne.
Dunn insists that the name was not
his idea. The band has played at
Sam B's and Howard's Club H.
Toledo-born Bucher grew up in
Bermuda where he became interested in flying at an early age.
"I did a little flying back home
and I decided to stick with it," he
said.
Bucher added he enjoys
challenges, and spends time sailing, water skiing and scuba diving,
as well as in flight.
Bucher has signed up for the Air
Force ROTC and will be leaving in
April, yet this will not affect nis
partnership in the business.
"I will not take on another partner, but I will hire another person,
maybe two, to make up for all the
work Jeff does,"Dunn said.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

LADIES

WANTED!

OFFICE - 400 Napoleon Rd
Phone 352-9135

OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

OUTPOGT

Thurs. 6-9 p.nrV*^-

Spring Semester
Find out How to organize a classroom, identify student "helpers", get
students involved in learning activities, minimize discipline problems, use
textbooks, teachers' guides and workbooks as a substitute teacher.

more pizza
On Delivery
(11 One C*.P0n Pw OOar

Expires Dec 5 1982

Brand New - Factory Fresh!

Learn some techniques for coping with the unexpected, learn some ways to
be "in demand" as a substitute.

h

M. 18th
Thursday Only 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

STEREO
LIQUIDATION!

SUCCESSFUL SUBSTITUTE
TEACHING

545 Education Building

16" (1) item or

WESTERN STORE Corner of Clough 6 Main \ y
«SBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSK^S^-^-c-^^

Methods for

Dr. Elizabeth Stimson

FREE
2-LITER BOTTLE OF
SPRITE
with any

10% to 50%
OFF

THE

I

352-1504

BOOT SALE

There's Still Time to Register!

EDCI 490 - Sec. 4493

Myles Pizza
Pub

FOB A

FOR A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE ■ COME OUT
AND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FOR SECOND
SEMESTER NOW! WE PAY UEAI, WATER
AND CABLE.

ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
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PIONEER

372-0151
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Power Magnums

YOU CAN ADD THIS!!

STEREO LIQUIDATORS, INC.
Sole agent has repossessed a limited Quantity of Pioneer Component 4 way
home speakers lor nonpayment ot Dad deots These speakers *rtri large 12
woofer sold tor $738 00 a pa* B»g bass & crisp s* rwghs

Come and FEAST at
Poqliu. I

EAST

A PAIR: $199
STEREO
RECEIVER

every

Wednesday

AM-FM
| FAMOUS
NAME

Spaghetti Special

$69

440 E Court

("HdTu

NO DELIVERY

STEREOIC-60
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SHARP RT 10

BRAND NEW

TEAC

75

f$M
352-1596

SATURDAY ONLY!
10 AM - 5PM

NEW IN DASH
CAR STEREO
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DYNAMIC

NOISE

AM/FM CASSETTE PHONO
COMPACT HOME STEREO
WITH SPEAKERS

40 PIECE
SOCKET SET

I ? WAY SPEAKERS

COMBINATION
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WITH
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EQUALIZER
STEREO
GRAPHIC
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HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS
ALL FUST COME.
FUST-SERVED

$29
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PIONEER
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£.-$99...,
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100 WATT
CAR EQUALIZER I
POWER
BOOSTER

99'
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-includes heaps of spaghetti
and garlic bread
11a.m.-9p.m.
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LSPEAKERPAIR
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SCREWDRIVER
SET

••■$ie
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SANYO240Z^
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SPORTS ARENA

SATURDAY ONLY!
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Main St., Toledo (use Front St. exit from F-280)
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WITH
GRILLS

All Item* Guaranteed
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Blacks retained on Toledo force
TOLEDO (AP) - Six Mack police
recruits were back on the federal
payroll Tuesday after a federal judge
angrily accused Toledo officials of
playing "little, dirty games" to keep
them off the force.
"I've ordered that real efforts be
made to get minorities in." U.S.
District Judge Don Young said during
a hearing on a temporary restraining
order issued Monday.
"Ten years we've been at this, and
you are still playing around with your

little, dirty games,'' the Judge told city officials.

the force Nov. 8 after they failed a
firearms test.

During a Monday hearing, the
Judge accused the city of resisting efforts to boost the black and Hispanic
ranks of the police department.

Young directed that the recruits be
given additional training.

"I get awfully tired of hearing of
blatant discrimination in high sounding technical phrases," he said.
The recruits were dismissed from

be sought in federal court on the hir- trainng rather than discharge the
recruits outright. The cadets have
ing of women by the department.
qualified in all other areas of their
The request for a temporary injunc- training, the suit said.
tion was Drought under a 1972 lawsuit
Attorneys for the six argued that
by Advocates for Basic Legal Equality over racial discrimination in police the city violated a 1974 order in which
hiring. The black recruits are asking it agreed to "validate" tests used in
the court to reinstate them and con- the selection of police officers
tinue their training "until they suc- because the firearms tests has not
been validated.
cessfully master their skills."
The petition for a restraining order
R. Michael Frank, attorney for one
said the city can continue to orovide of the dismissed recruits, said that for

The city's chief legal counsel, John
Scouten, said the recruits were being
returned to the payroll Tuesday.
A seventh recruit who was dropped,
a white woman, also failed the
firearms test. Her attorney, Norman
Zemmelman, said a similar order will

Draft

West Hall new media center
by Teresa TarantUM
staff reporter

Construction in the renovation process of West Hall is set to begin in
March 1963, according to Dr. John
Huffman, director of the School of
Journalism. West Hall is scheduled to
become the new mass media building.
"The building will house The School
of Journalism and the RadioTelevision-Film Program,"said Dr.
Denise Trauth Chairman of the RTVF
Program. "These are presently

located in University and South Halls
respectively."
West Hall will be completely
vacated during Christmas Break,
said Huffman. Once state approval of
the plans have been receivea bids will
be taken and construction will follow
from there, he added.
Major work will have to be done on
the building, said to Huffman.
"In order to effectively use the
space available in West Hall the top
three floors will have to be completely
gutted," be said.
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"My advice from the attorney
general was we did it within custom
and law. This decision came after the
Soviet invasion o Afghansitan...I
wanted to make sure the Soviets
understood we were prepared to defend our security."

registrar, Gary Brewer.
Of the 293 administrative
staff members polled, 174
chose to respond, voting
unanimously in favor of
the proposed charter.
The steering committee
has outlined the spectrum
of the proposed committee
in section one of the
charter. The charter

by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter
^^

Members of the University's administrative staff
have voted to adopt a
charter for the proposed
Administrative Staff Council. The charter was
drafted by a steering committee chaired by the

PREPARE FOR

|BM"

MCAT- LSAT GMAT £37
SAT• ACTDATGRE CPA
• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
fuM time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE*
facilities lor review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

ruty Fvst PrvfMMl
The Test Specialists

Read One Menz Opinion
in Friday's paper.

» Opportunity to mike up
missed lessons.
> Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.
> Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCAT • OCAT • VA1 • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS
SSAI • PSAT • SAI ACHIEVEMENTS

Nw.17, noon to S TODAY

NOW LEASING FOR

Phone 352-9302 or 352-1520 evenings

Take on thefuture in style!
Wear a College Ring with
diamonds from ArtCarved.
On campus now. exclusively with your ArtCarved
representative, is the beautiful and very affordable
Designer Diamond Collection Dont miss it'
You can choose from three exquisitely crafted styles.
with diamonds, m tOK or 14K gold
(All styles are also available in the elegant
diamond-substitute Cubic Zicronia)
Your successes speak lor themselves
Let your college ring speak for you
and eloquently tor all the successful
years to come

defines those positions that
will be represented by the
committee as all University "administrators,
technical and research
personnel having a fulltime or continuing parttime staff contract.
Ballots to nominate candidates for election to the
council have been sent to
all administrative staff.
Election ballots for the
council are to be mailed to
the administrative staff
members on Nov. 22 and
are due back shortly
before the December
recess to enable the counECONOMY
. . . from Page )

news for America."
Reagan bemoaned high
federal deficits and said
that in preparing a fiscal
1984 budget plan, "difficult

gfartWA-tt

(419)536-3701
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cil to formally begin
operating at the beginning
of spring semester.
Brewer said an informal
version of the administrative council has
been in existence
"probably since the
University opened."
He added that the original
idea was simply for a few
administrators to have
lunch infrequently to
discuss common interests.
The need to formally
organize arose when a
Faculty Senate's exigency
plan failed to make provisions for the administrative staff, leaving

it to the administrators to
form their own plan.
Brewer said. He added
that the drafting of an administrative staff exigency
8Ian, a plan that outlines
le order in which layoffs
would occur if the need
arises, will be the first
order of business for the
council.
"We already have
numerous items that are
being collected to be
presented to the council
when formed," Brewer
said. "Even as a steering
committee, we have had
some interaction with the
administration."

choices lie ahead. They
will require political
courage.

gress "to take away the
people's tax cut" - a
reference to a scheduled 10
percent cut in individual
income tax rates next July

He also said he will have
no part in a move by Con-

special offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop

Call Da« tic t Weekends

2nd Semester
All Utilities paid
Short Term Leases
$240 per month

Selective Service Director Thomas
Turnage was not in his Washington office Tuesday, and spokeswoman Joan
Lamb said the agency would have no
response to Hatters ruling until
lwyers could study the decision.
In the meantime, it will be business
as usual and young men will be expected to register, she said.

Staff voters adopt charter

In Columbus (6141 464 4414
In Cleveland 12161 361 6643

New Furnished Efficiency Apts
Near Stadium & 1-75
Includes Color TV & Cable

. . . from Page 1

saw no solution other than ending the
system.
Former President Carter, who
"The relocation plans include mov- reinstituted draft registration, said
The cost of renovation will be $1,825
million, stated Huffman. This money ing the offices of the B.G. News, Tuesday the courts' ultimate decision
was appropriated to the University WFAL, WBGU, The Key and the would have "a profound impact" on
RTVF instructional facilities," said future efforts to mobilize in defense
last year by the State Legislature.
emergencies.
Trauth.
The project is set for completion
The main advantage of the move
will be the ability to better utilize some time in 1984, she said.
But Carter defended the registra"We hope to have the building tion order, saying it had been inspace, according to Huffman.
ready for file 1984 spring semester,
stituted legally and was vital to the
national defense.
"Overall I think we may even be she added.
According to Huffman the Board of
losing square feet of space," he said.
"In my opinion, as a former presi"But the space we'll be moving into Trustees has talked of renaming the
will be specifically designed for renovated facility.The Mass Com- dent, it was done properly," Carter
said in Los Angeles.
munication Center.
media purposes."

T»p Scorn «rin T-Shirt

Hall of Game-Unrv. Union

a test to be validated it must be
reasonably job-related and a predictor of job performance.
Dale Wilker, an attorney for ABLE,
said that the tests given recruits differs from firearms tests given police
officers already on the force.
The city is under a court order to
reach minority ranks on the police
department that approximate the
minority population of the city, about
17.4 percent black and 3 percent
Hispanic.
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The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
would like to send their

CONGRATULATIONS
to the

BGSU FOOTBALL TEAM
MAC CHAMPS

Pan Pizza's
"In" At Pizza Inn!
If you're looking for a panful of the best deep dish pizza you'll ever
taste, try our new Pan Pizza! We could go on forever describing its
great flavor, but we've picked some choice words that say it all...

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
with coupon

Expire* 11-24-82
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v mom Braidmq Styles Availble

NEXUS
3KEDKEN
140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800

22.00 OFF
Any large pizza

with two or more Item*
or any large Chicago Style

lies
352-5166

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PUZa

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B C

cCOUPON

CHEESIER MEATIER DEEPER
SAVORIER CRUSTIER BUBBLIER TASTIER
THICKER
iirfi
SAUCIER

COOOSOOCK

FREE
EXTRA CHEESE
on any size pizza with one or more
additional Items
ASK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

pglgnelk*
352-5166

$3.00 or $2.00 Off.
Buy any pizza and get the next
smaller same style pizza with
equal number of toppings. FREE.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 3-31-83 BG

Hour* Mondty-Fnd»y. •«) Ml •
SMutO* 9 0Q*M -B.OOp.

DATE
Final Day

TIME:
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
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PLACE:
University Bookstore
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Get * 3.00 off a large or S 2.00 off
a medium size pizza, any style and
as many toppings as you want.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.

EXPIRES 12-20-82

► COUPON
seooeoococcoeoK

with the purchase of any small pizza

or large sub
ASK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

Expiration: 3-31-83 BG

Pi 774 inn
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l FREE POP
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Free Delivery
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BG's
Otten
receives
honor
Bowling Green tailback Chip Otten
was named the Mid-American Conference Offensive Player of the
Week, yesterday, for his performance
in last Saturday's 24-7 victory over
Eastern Michigan.
Otten scorea three touchdowns in
last Saturday's game, while rushing
for 205 yards on 32 carries. He finished just 12 yards short of BG's all-time
record for yards rushing in one game.
He also caught four passes For 33
yards.
Otten scored on runs of 70, five and
seven yards, in helping lead the
Falcons to their first MAC title in 18
years.
A senior, Otten had filled in for
tailback Bryant Jones, who started
six of the season's first seven games.
He assumed a starting role In the
Falcon's eighth game, a 28-7 victory
over Ball State, in which he rushed for
over 100 yards.
For the year, Otten has rushed for
569 yards, while catching 24 passes for
387 yards. He has scored eight
touchdowns this season.
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$2.00 off any 16" large
2 item or more pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 12/15/82
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

Fast, Free Delivery
Phone:

39

352-1539

$1 off on any pizza
with (1) item
Expires: 12/15/82
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

days

Phone:

352-1539

M A.I OK
KAKKAKA
6 pm Mtan AuOtorajm

Dy Bernard Shaw
November 11-13, 17-20

QO'2-2222
M*i 3 60 Saw C-Uor* 2 50
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Chip Otten (31)

Bengals begin preparing for Sunday
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati Bengals prepared last night to
resume practices this morning.
assuming that the National Football
Players Union strike would end.
"Of course, this could all change if
the union or management doesn't accept the agreement or if the player

representatives reject it," said Al
Heim, team spokesman.
But Heim said the club ownership
felt the strike "was over for all intents
and purposes."
Helm said the Bengals' staff began
telephoning players last night to
report to the Spinney Field practice

area between 8:30 and 9 a.m.
"They will be given time to vote,"
Helm said, adding that he expects the
players to approve the contract.
"Then we will resume practices immediately in preparation for Sunday's
tame at Philadelphia" with the
iagles, Heim said.

Nightmares cloud
Mancini's victory
YOUNGSTOWN (AP) The last three days have
been an emotional struggle
rather than a celebration
for Ray "Boom Boom"
Mancini, who defended his
WBA Lightweight title
with a 14-round Knockout
but Saturday.
With that knockout,
Mancini sent Korean
challenger Duk Koo Kim
into a coma from which
doctors say Kim is unlikely
to recover.
Mancini said the
nightmare of the fight has
held his attention since
Kim slipped into a coma
late Saturday.
"All I have been able to
think about has been what
happened for the last couple of days," Mancini, 21,
said at a news conference
in his hometown. "I'm
sorry it happened. I'm
sorry I was a part of it.
That's always going to be
there.
"But I was in there for a
fight of my life, and I was
trying to survive that fight.
I can't alienate myself
from it."
Mancini said he was conAra *ra Ara Ara Ara ATA

sidering retirement not only because of the injury to
Kim, but also because of
his own injuries.
"Look at me," he said.
"I'm a physical wreck.
Mentally I m a wreck.
Sure, you can say, 'Go on,'
but I don't know if I want to
go on. I couldn't even sleep
the last couple of nights
because I hurt so bad.
Mancini said that if the
23-year-old Kim, who
made $20,000 in the fight
or Kim's family needed
any financial help, Mancini would take care of it.
Kim, like Mancini, was
covered by an insurance
policy for the fight, said
Edwin Flask, Mancini's
attorney.
"I talked on the phone
with a reporter from
Korea, and he said the people of Korea are behind
me," Mancini said. "They
think I should go on and
become the best champion
I can, fulfill my potential.
The people of Korea should
recognize him as a true
champion. He wasn't
anything but a gentleman
outside the ring.
Ara Ara ATA Ara Ara ' Am
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The title defense in Las
Vegas was the second for
Mancini, who won the
World Boxing Association
crown from Arturo Frias
last May and first defended it against Ernesto
Espana in July. He has lost
only once In his professional career, to Alexis
Arguello.
He was accompanied at
the news conference by his
attorneys and family, including his father, former
lightweight contender Lenny "Boom Boom"
Mancini.
"I've served my purpose." Mancini said. 'I've
reached my goal. I won the
title for my father. I'm not
thinking of retirement, but
I'm not thinking about my
next fight, either."
Mancini said he was
upset by some of the reactions to Kim's injury.
"The people around town
don't know whether to congratulate me or sympathize with me," he said.
''What bothers me more
than anything is the lack of
compassion some people
have."

Hank Bullough, assistant coach,
said the Bengals' game plan for the
Eagles Is ready.
Assistant player representative
Tom Dinkel said that although conditioning might not be what it should be,
the players will be enthusiastic to

raw ■*«*•

' 'Hunger A wareness Week''
Field Representative from Ox farm
- America's Bost Headquarters
Laura Kullenberg
will speak
Wed. 11-17 at 8 p.m. 207 Hanna Hall
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL
Get PSA's for every day's events
■.•tft***^***1
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The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
congratulate their new officers
Pledge Educator
Assistant Pledge Educator
Assistant Rush Chairman
Sports Chairman
Public Relations
House Improvements

Rich Bulobreziki
. Dave Cuch
Jeff Tennanc
Tom Ferritio
Scon Mesel
Bob Lailo
Mike MCCAW
Bill Cunningham
Eric Treend
Man Miller
Rob Adams

Scholarship
I.F.C. representative
I.F.C. alternate
Wardens

Bill Sluarl

Alumni Relations
Ritual
Spirit and Greek Events
Faculty Relations
Social Chairmen

Mike Bowman
Brad Hajost
Brad Neff
Rob Adams
Mike Mastromonico
Brian Shine
Jeff Jason
Dan Babcock
Paul Smith
Phil Babuder
Mike Mastromonico
Phil Babuder
Matt Miller
Bob Laslo
Todd Ruppelli
Rob Adams
Brad Neff
Bob Reardon

ChapUn
House Artists

9:00-5:00

Chronicler
Us Sis Coordinator
I.II Sis Rush
I.il Sis Educator
Sound System
Philanthropy

In the
Browsing Lounge, Promenade Room
of Union

1st Clue: Be at the House at 11:00 p.m.
a

Use this coupon to get
2 tickets for the price of 1!

EDUCATION MAJORS
INCLUDING ALL HEARING
IMPAIRED.EMR, MSPR, AND
LBD MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH FALL
OR SPRING SEMESTER, 1983-84?
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1982
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT:
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.
ATTEND ONE MEETINGATTEND ONE MEETING...

ATTEND ONE MEETING...

♦A, and a job well done to the
outgoing officers

At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall '82
Reduced Prices!)
FREE styling consultations tor men » women.
Com* toayn how we etw mono you too* botfri
Precision haircut w/
shampoo & styling
(Reg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
(Beg $8)
Ful permanent •
(Reg. $35)

SAVE $4!

Parti permanent •
(Reg. $25)
Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg $20 $26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $«-$22)

SAVE $7! Now only $W

• Haircut extra

Now only SKI

SAVE $3! Now only $51
(Hot rotters or we! sals: $2 oxlra)

SAVE $10! Mow only *26l
SAVE $10! Now only $2U
SAVE $5! Now only $K-$2ii
SAVE $41 Now only so-tw
(Slight additional charge tor
below-shoulder-length hair)

Command
Performance
The Hairstyiing Place
Satan hour* D-9 M-f. 9-7 Sat t2-5 Sun Tel 362-6616
1072 N. Main Street
Bowfrig Green. Ohio
Appotatmanta avaeabte lor perm* & cotortag.

mmnvi smto is for UNITED

TIME ONLYI
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i
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SPORTS

Is it over?

ONE MENZ OPINION

Tentative accord
could end strike
A tentative agreement was reached
last night to end the 57 day-old National Football League strike, the
longest and costliest walkout in sports
history.
The season to resume Sunday,
would be the shortest in NFL history,
limited to nine games and ending with
a juggled lS-team playoff.
A union spokesman, however, said
approval by the players was not a certainty and sources said the union's
seven member evecutive committee
was still demanding more money in
the form of performance and incentive bonuses and two weeks' bonus
payNevertheless, training camps were
to reopen today, and the league said
Super Bowl XVII would be played in
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 30, as originally set.
The owners' NFL Management
Council quickly approved the agreement, which still must be ratified by
the union executive board, player
representatives of the 28 clubs, threequarters of the owners and a majority
of the 1,500 players.
Management negotiator Jack
Don Ian, who confirmed the tentative
settlement with union director Ed
Garvey and union president Gene Upshaw of the Los Angeles Raiders, was
optimistic.
"I think we have a tentative agree-

ment," Donlan said. "I am hoping it
can be ratified tonight. I am happy
and elated."
But Dave Sheridan, a spokesman
for the NFL Players Association, said
it was "presumptuous of management to assume there is a settlement,
maybe even contemptuous."
Sources close to the negotiations,
said the executive committee was insisting that individual and team performance and incentive bonuses,
which were an earlier management
offer, be restored. The board also
wanted pay for two games lost to the
strike - above the nine to be played with that money coming as a bonus
not counted in the minimum salary
scale, the sources said.
The committee is comprised of
Washington's Mark Murphy,
Chicago's Dan Jiggetts, Atlanta's Jeff
Van Note, Houston's Elvin Bethea
and Kansas City's Tom Condon, with
Upshaw voting to break ties.
The executive committee can send
a contract to the player reps by a simple majority. The reps then have the
option, by two-thirds vote, of rejecting
or recommending acceptance, or by
simple majority, sending the proposal
to the players without
recommendation.
"Until those procedures are completed, there will be no football,"
Sheridan said. "As of now, the strike
is still on and there is no settlement."
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CAMPUS I CITY IVIMFS l.»i.ngi lo» non-profii public MTvfea KtmfiM will b*
OMCf 'or >'•• and ji <egutar 'ote* ther«crlt«i
■ i al. hiii»g> v 2 day* b*fore publication a' 4 00 o -*• ff<da, o<
'h» ' u**day •ditto"
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The DG pledges would kke to thank Jimmy 0 lor helping to make our BOLT
unforgettable

Wil tutor Reading-English grammar
Former teacher, call 352-3863

Hey Alpha Chis' Chnstmas is coming,
you know what that means. A crush of
your writ soon be seen" The Crush Dele
Party will be here before you know rt
So grab those dates and go for it1 Get
psyched

TYPING ALL KINDS OONE — CALL
SUE 893-4188
UNEMPLOYMENT
NO HOPE FOR A JOB
FLORIDA JOB OPPORTUNITIES
For into send SASE to SunBell
Employ Research and Assoc 1881
N.E. 26th St. Suite 204 Wilton
Manors. Fla
33305 or
call
13051752-2516 -(305)752-4211

LOST AND FOUND
LOST 11,4 82. Ladies gold watch
near Health Center REWARO - CM

Alpha Chi Pledges Thanks for the
super wake up call you gave ue last Friday morning' The weekend was fun of
fun surprises thanks lo you. Hope you
has a tun tiled sneak You're great
Keep up your enthusiasm i Love you
ACTIVE skiers PS We loved the
■ water-co^ored■' painted rock"

PERSONAL

352-3743
Found 1979 F. silver clefts ma at
Wooster Wine Pkg lot Call 3724 76B

Rock with WFAL and Bo|ingles on
Wed.. No. 17th beginning al 1 pm.
Located at 193 S. Main SI. Specials
al the bar, ttm* admission with your
80 ID and rockin with the band
"BORIS". Good times alwaya with
WFAL and Bojangles!

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTIONS
1 -24 week terminations
app is made 7 days
CALL TOLL FREE
1 -800 362 120S

THANX FOR THE GREAT TIME SAF UL
SISS. ALPHA SOS AND YOUR UL
SB'S YOU LADIES AND GUYS REAL
LY KNOW HOW TO GET DOWN AND
PARTY
GIGGLES WILL NEVER BE
THE SAME THANX THE BROTHERS
OF PI KAPPA PHI

YESI
You may ring my clwnea1
For REAL ROCK MUSIC1
Browsing Room-UNION-CRAFTS
Nov 17. 18. 19 Lapidary items
Rock and mineral specimens
Customised T-Shlrts 4 Jerseys lor
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim M»7011.
•••HOLIDAY INN'"
Happy Hours everyday, all day
every night. ALL NIGHT

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
1-60O436-8039

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cat 352-7305 alter 5pm

Shawn and Tommy G.-Congrats on
winning the MAC. You Guys sure
derserve It. Best of Luck at Long
Beach and N.C.. We'll aee you Guys
at the Cal. Bowl. Get ya some Fella's
"Hot Blood" and Bake.
"VITAL " ST AATS-Thanks lor the terribly
great time at the Alpha Phi Dale Party.
UN
Goldne Heart Neophytes: Congratal
You made through pledging. It wasn't
so 0edf?l Your songs snd skits were
great. Keep up that sig Ep spirit!
Love, The Golden Hearts

Time to rock with WFAL and Bolangles! When? Wed.. Nov.17th
beginning at 8pm. Where? Bo|anoles located at 893 S. Main SI.
Specials? Yeahl Free admiaalon
with BG ID. drink specials ft. greet
entertalnmenl with the band "BORIS". Why all this? Because you
are special I

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
PROFESSIONALLY OONE
CALL 352-4017

It appears, however, that the
Cyers will approve the package;
owners most certainly will, for
essentially, they were the ones who
wrote it.
"It's hard for me to imagine Ed
Garvey and Gene Upshaw accepting a pact that the majority of the
rest of us wouldn't," said Dallas
Cowboys quarterback Danny
White, last night on the ABC late
night television news show,
'•Nightline."

Linda. Congratulations on being
elected President. I know you'll do a
great job. and you'll alwaya have my
support.
ILove and mine. Your Little. Sandy.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Dissertations. Thesis, ate.
352-0835

Support Your Mirchmfl Band!
Orders lor the Falcon Marching Band
album and cassette wi be taken at
the Union Oval Tues-Fn
10 30
2 30 Cos! ol each aKKim or cassette
is S6 00. which may be cnaroed to
your Bursars iccount or payed by
check or cash

Speculation about the current
National Football League strike
swirled throughout the nation late
last night, as media and fans
scrambled to find out if an agreement had really been reached between the striking players and the
unbending owners.
I say 'current' NFL strike
because - at press time - no one
was certain that the fiasco is over.
Although management
negotiator Jack Donlan, players'
union director Ed Garvey and
union president Gene Upshaw
reached a tentative agreement last
night, the pact still had to be approved by player representatives
of the 28 NFL clubs and the owners'
NFL Management Council, and
then three-quarters of the owners
and a majority of the 1,500 players
in the league.

STOP'M
WAIT'!'
Don't haul your bicycle home
lor the winter Store it
here in B G. lof only
S10 00 bicycle
fufy insured
$20 OO-motorcycle luHy insured
352-7068
8-5 weekdays

CLASSIFIEDS

CAMPUS/CITY EVINTS

Qarvey-and-company gave in

Karen Welsh, Thank you lor hosting
the sneek. We had a greet time. PM
Phi

by Joe Menzer
sports editor

Nonetheless, it is apparent that
Garvey and Upshaw approved a
agreement thai falls well short i
what they had been seeking al
along.
If the proposal now before the
players is ratified, they will be giving in on all of the basic points for
which they were supposedly
striking.
The players will receive no
percentage of their respective
teams' gross television revenues
(originally they had sought 55 percent); and the owners retained the
right to negotiate salaries with
players on an individual basis (the
players had hoped for. in fact even
demanded, that a fixed salary
scale be set - dictated by the
number of years of service a player
had given).
"We didn't achieve many of the
things we set out to achieve, but at
some point in time, these things
have to come to a close," Garvey
admitted on the "Nightline''
telecast. "We didn't get the percentage of the gross, but if you added
up all that the players got, it comes
close to that."

Peggy Frupetrtct, we've heard of
ankle braceleta, but red
underwear??? Love you, Phi Phi.

Alpha Phi runner-up Wema - Jenny
Fischer -• Want to come to the next exec board meeting? You're Invited

Nlckl Petusi. we bet you tooted greal
In your lowelll Love, Phi PM

MARY HOWE ■ ALPHA PHI ACTIVE OF
THE WEEK ■ WE APPRECIATE YOUR
DEDICATION"

Michelle Johnson, Have you seen any
Xenle buses full of guys lately?
Maybe at the next lulm moon you
will" We tove you. Phi Phi
Lisa Hecox, maybe you should take a
picture of ayjtjf house and keep It with
you al all limes!' Love, PM PM
Joale Pariil. Are you sure thet wasn't
you who got "surprised" at the surprise birthday party? Wa heard thet
you like piggy beck rides!! Love, Phi
PM

TO THE BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL
TEAM, THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA
PHI EPSILON WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE YOU FOR WINNING THE
MAC CHAMPIONSHIP AND THE BEST
OF LUCK IN CALIFORNIA
Congratulations Cindy end Steve on
your Alpha Xi Delta - Sigma Nu pinning
We vnah you the beat n the future' With
love. The sisters ol Alpha Xi Delia
ALPHA CHI PLEDGES...YOURE A SLY
GROUP OF GALS BUT NOT TOO SLY
FOR US 5 O'CLOCK AT HUNTINGTON
- IT WAS MICHIGAN OR BUST! WE
FOLLOWED YOU THE WHOLE WAY.
THE REAR OF THE CARAVAN AND
WHEN WE REACHED THE CABIN
OUR SCHEMING HAD BEGAN BURN
ING HANDS BROKEN FEET, OUT OF
BEER WHAT A SNEAK' OUR FIFTEEN MINUTES LASTED FOR HOURS.
AT LAST WE FOUND TAMI'S SHOES
IN THE SHOWERS THANK YOU FOR
AN EVENTFUL SATURDAY NIGHT YOU GUYS ARE OUR HEART THROB.
IT WORKED OUT JUST RIGHT!
WATCH OUT THE NEXT TIME YOU
TRY TO BE SLY - YOU'LL NEVER
ESCAPE THE BOOGIE MEN OF ALPHA
CHI' WE LOVE YOU" TAMI AND JENNIFER P S REMEMBER PRESIDENT
0 TOLD US'
ALPHA CHI WILMA OF THE WEEK •PAULA VANLUWEUN - WHATS THE
SCOOP ON THESE DATE PARTiEST??
TELL US PAULA'

Order your 1902 Falcon Band Album
or Caseetto NOW"! Call 372-6920.
After 7:00pm end charge II to your
Bursar Account.

UTTLE KEF*. I AM SO EXCITED TO
HAVE YOU IN MY FAMILY! CANT
WAIT TO LET YOU KNOW WHO I AM SEE YOU SOON!' ALPHA XI LOVE
AND MINE. YOUR BrG7>
Johnne Waders - Thanks a mAon tor
the exceeent time Friday at the Alpha
Phi Date Party' Lei's do It again soon'
Steve
CABLY ANTHONY Were proud lo
have you as an Alpha Gam! Love, your
Met iMeTfl
K D - Congrats on becoming Secretary
lor the Model United Nations Teem m
New York
AGO PLEDGES To the house you did
come, to sneak away with no problem
We fooled you and we al had fun 'cause
Alpha Gam Pledges are no 1' See you
lorvghl' Love, your sisters
The Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
would kke to thank their little aieaea lor
the great time Saturday Love ya'
To the 9S Phi Pel Ul Slam who made it
through the Awake athon Congrats'
Hope the Sunshine Children's Home
enjoys your work Good Job' A La* Sis
The Brothers ol PI KAPPA PHI. wish to
saicereiy thank al those students and
faculty members who contributed to our
"PUSH
Protects " Thanka lo
"YOU" we were able lo surpass our
goal of $1000. to be donated lo the
severty handicapped Thank you
Y0DE8CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR THETA CM-PHI MU BIOBOYrt+O TO MARI DOES THIS MEAN
YOU CAN START SMOKING AGAIN?
CHILDS. CK3I. WENDT-O. WILKS. AND
WHOP. LATER
Melenie Sergeant' (Smell Happy 20th
B-day Wa tove you Shad. Lon. Jan
NEXTTOSHOP ■ CLOTHING a
HOUUEWARES PRICED LOW OPEN
TUES. 10-pm and FRI. 1-7pm. ST
ALOYSIUS SCHOOL 2nd floor
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ACROSS
Established rules
of social conduct
City features
Egyptian port
Well spanner
I begin to smell

50
51
52
58
59
60
6i

Hairstyle
Winter word
Macbeth
O w Holmes
lor one
Symbol of speed
PanolOED
Current Prefix
With caution
Music Man man
Shows weariness
Figures
Enter as a group
ll s enough at
times
spice and
everything
How some gar
dens grow
Like en oak table
Rose s husband
Lasting dislikes
Barn dance wear

62
63
64
65
66

'
2
3
4
5
6
'
8
9
to
ii
12

Nome time
In
way
Symbols ol speed
J>b
Morse O' more'
Fiord
Wight lorei
ample
Low integers
Nowhere
solution
Minus
Bucky of baseball
Organic Com
pound
DOWN
Gender ADD'
Water container
Nothing lo Pierre
Before handed o'
Stephen
Say Sic em'
Copies
Venezuelan cop
per town
Shipnghlener
Brilliant
Speed category
To the left to a tar
Best

13 Oil one s rocker
21 Sign gas
25 Sell

26 Bow
27 Popular name in
Paris
28
homo
29 Speeds off
33 Pine in Mexico
34 Cooling gadget
35 Sparks, al al
39 Coastal city
NWot Manila
40 Pacific game
tisn
4 I The beginning
42 Oldest in a way
43 Too nasty per
haps
44 Tony S French
cousin
4 7 Kitchen herb
46 Put down
49 Symbols Of hard
ness
53 Delightful place
54 Ones 10 44 Down
55 Site above the
Equator ADD'
58
Mable
5' Ace

TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
SOS NR3HT 8 PM-10 PM LOCATED M
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA
Make someone nappy-Send Beacons
352-8061
Holiday kin - Happy Hours Everyday,
Ml Day, Everynlght. All Nightl

Garvey also said that, despite the
concessions he and the union were
forced to make in the end, the
strike was "absolutely" worth it.
Bonkers! Garvey and his band of
NFL-players-suddenly-turnedexpert-negotiators gave in.
While the owners certainly made
some concessions also, all the
Cyers really accomplished was
wasting of 57 days of the fans'
time.
Now the fans will be further
burdened by a watered-down, ninegame farce of a regular season
schedule that will eliminate just 12
teams from appearing in the restructured 16-team playoffs.
As if that weren't enough for
Bure NFL junkies to try to swallow,
ley probably will also be force-tea
an inferior brand of football for at
least the first few weeks. All the
while, the fans will undoubtedly be
bombarded by inane comments
from broadcasters who will insist
that the athletes are in remarkably
good shape.
Former player Sam Huff, in the
Hall of Fame for his playing
abilities and not his broadcasting
endeavors, may be one such
announcer.
"They're not going to see them
(the players) in mid-season form
right away, but they're going to see

Store you bike - 115.00 for entire
winter Includes Spring tune-up
PURCELL'SBIKE SHOP

WANTED
Affluent suburban Cleveland couple, lovely home, wish lo adopt newborn Caucasian baby. AH expenses
patd Strictest confidence
(218)
382-2703 evenings a weekends
t or 2 F NEEDED TO SUBLET UNFURN APT SPRING SEMESTER
MEAOOWVIEW COURT
CALL
362-8842
I wan. jnapartmem.iwleal 117'. East
Reed Street a half mle walking diatance
from BGSU (campus! with monthly rent
S137 50 including electricity and
telephone The apartment mate should
be a graduate student and not a noisy
person, please cal Dept ol Math
Telephone 372-2638 (day) and
354-1466 (night)

NFL football and that's what
everybody wants," said Huff, a
retired player and now a broadcaster, on "Nightline". "I think
that, deep-down, all those players
would play for free anyway - they
love the game so much."
Apparently, Huff took a few too
many hits in his days as a player
for the New York Giants. Huff's
statements were ludicrous; to
think that the majority of the NFL
players would play for free is as
outlandish as believing that
Anheuser-Busch plans to market
its beer for free.
In short, this NFL season will be
a joke - much like the strikeshortened 1981 major league
baseball season.
In fact, this current settlement
may ultimately end up to be a bust.
"Officially, the NFLPA is still on
strike," players' association
spokesman David Sheridan said
last night. "I stress that it (the
package) must yet be voted on and
approved for anything to be final."
Many fans, even though they probably will be glued to their TV sets
anyway when that first kickoff
comes, wouldn't mind if this season
were just cancelled.
I, for one, would like it wiped
from the records like one subconsciously erases a bad dream
from his mind.

1 or 2M RMMTES NEEDED FOR
SPH SEM
NICE HOUSE. BIG
YARD CALL 352-4093.

Spring semester rentals now available One and two bedroom apartmente
Convenient, spacious
UeedowvWw Courts 352 1196

HELP WANTED

Towne-House Apts 1005 N Grove
St Semester $225/mo para gas A
ek-c Newly painted 4 cleaned Good
parking 353-5891

OVERSEAS JOBS-Summerryear
round. Europe. S. Amor.. Australia.
Aala. All
Fields. $500-91200
monthly. Sightseeing Free Info.
Write IJC Box 52-041 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92*26.
Single person lor minor maintenance
live-In. low rant, no utits . plus cash
Begin 2nd Semester, experienced
only Cal eves at 352-8240
1.5 Baton desar corp seeking sellmotivated ndrnduals High income
potential 332-8343

FOR SALE
Kitchen table and 3 kitchen chairs
Coffee table Good condition and
ine«pensive CM 352-2859
1910 MUSTANG 3-OOOR
EXCELLENT CONDITION
PHONE $64-2200

WANTED F Roommate lor Spring
Semester. 2 Bats from campus $100
rent - unities-month Cal 354 1630

1980 Mustang 19.000 ml P S Rust
prooled. console, excellent cond Asking 4,200 362-9179

2fm. mites needed tor Spring Sem E.
Merry St across from Otfenheuer Big
apt , 2 baths, nice rmtes Cal Kim or
Deb 354-2114

Technics SA-200 receiver
1 yr old
100.00 Sony Direct Drive PS-212 turntable - 1 yr old 110.00 CM Sieve at
352-1859

M ROOMMATE S100-MONTH CALL
352-7917

Seth Thomas Metronome for aala.
One year old, hardly been used. $10.
Call Karen at 351-2905 or leave
message In on-campua mailbox 4670.

PART TIME CHILO CARE-WANTED
Responsible, dependable, loving person to care lor child In my home NEEDED: Thurs and Frl, 8:30-5 30 Dae
thru May For Interview cal 352-2192
M. rmte. for spr
Vfeaos 362-4748

sem. University

NEED FEMALE HOOMMAri WINTER fsEMEaTER. FURNISHED APT..
WILL HAVE OWN ROOM. CALL 353-

2905.
Rmmte needed. $100/mo Near
campus 352 0586 or 372-2680.
RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEM
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS $95 per
mo. CALL 352-8384
WANTED F RMMTE FOR SPH
SEM PRIVATE BEORM. 150. mo
INCLUDES UTIL CLOSE TO CAMPUS
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
315 E
MERRY CALL SUZAN.'
BECCA 354-1823
1-2 male rmkt. needed for 3 bdrm
turn, houae on 7th SI. Own bdrm
$125 ft utl CM days, 353-5751
and ask for Gary or evening, 86924B8
Baseball Cards, paying cash tor
cards from all years. Cell 177-6460.
2 F. rmte. needed lo share large,
turn , 2 bdrm apt Tasteful, decor in
shades of red Make this apt. vibrant
ft cheerful Cal 352-8959 or 3626860 to see ttvs cherming apt
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus 2nd and
High CM Erica at 352-4062
F Rmmte needed immediately.
113 SO mo: rent negohebie lOmtn
wa* from campus CM Kim 352
0219.

CONGRATULATIONS

MCS speakers - 100 watts $350 or
best olfer lor both 372-3270

FOR RENT
Apartments lor Rant'
leasing for second semester. 1 or 2
Bedroom apartments-Furnished and
unlurmshed $190 or $ 220 mo
352-2278 untf 6 352-0232 or

352-6992.
Room lor woman student.
Kitchen PR'parxlngjreasonaeie
352-3883
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newiove Real Estate

364-2260 or 352-6553
STUDENTS I FACULTY
We at* have some nice apartmente
avariacle Give us s cM for M your
housing needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352-5620
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1
AND 2 BDRM UNITS AVAIL FOR
2ND SEMESTER. FREE HEATH AVAIL ON A FIRST COME BASIS CM
Newiove Management 352 5620
Apt
for rent 2nd semester
$150'rnonth. unties Included. CM
352-6490
Tired of roommates? Enjoy peace a
quiet In our tuay furnished studto apt
atgn up now for 2nd semester of take
advantage of our FM specieki' Charing Cross Apts. 1017 S Mam St
352-0690
Houeee a apts dose to campua tor
the 1983 84 school yeer
1-267-3341

udge,

3 bdrm (urn house on 7th St CM
days. 353-5751 and ask lor Gary or
evenings. 669-2488
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
nKE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL
DAVID. 1-382-3110
2 bdrm apt - dose lo campua •
luCleaia Jan Aug $320*10 a>
dudee heel, cable, water. 6 laundry
lacaties CM 362-1238 or 372!
2601. ask for Eva
1 bdrm apt to sublet $185 /mo M
utl. mcl CM 364-1480 late eve
range of weekends.
1 6 2 Bedroom Apts Avaaabk) 3523841 11:00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
alter 3 00 pm
Now ranting 1 Bdrm F-U apts. 2
bdrm F. gas heal, tenants pay eiec
tnc. laundry taciktWs avaisble Al
residents granted privilege of a membership to the Cherrywood Health
Spa PREFERRED PROPERIES CO .
835 HIGH STREET RENTAL OFFICE, 362-9378
Grad
students
professionele looking for 2nd semester housing?
Consider a tuty furnished studto. 1
bedroom furnished or unfurnished
apartment in quiet landscaped aurroundings just 8 minutes from campus Located near two ahopping
centers. Spring semester rental appacalions are now being accepted. CM
352-7245 or visit lamptignf Court
Apartments. 995 South Mam Street
2 bedroom turn apt Heel, water.
Cable TV paid . parking tot. laundry
ladttes. $285/mo One opening
now, also several Spring Semealer
openmgs CM 352-7182
Cherming older home converted into
a 2 bdrm apt. avM 2nd sem Ind
front $ back porch, large kitchen,
hvmg $ dining room and car port.
$275 para utl CM 352-6860
MUST RENT Jan 83 1 Bdrm Apt
185-mon Gas mcl 4th SI CM Beth or
Tan 354-1317
AvM Jan 1.-2 Bdrm Home $68 75
mo per person with 4. Ada Si. Lots of
Room, CM 362-5786 eve

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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BrowniesT

JACK'S
BAKERY

TO THE FALCON
FOOTBALL TEAM

SCRATCH BAKING

get syched for the warm weather
from the BG'News staff

You owe it to yourserf to check out
Ma) Am Manor 6 Charles Tower Apts
CM 352-4380 Sun-Thura 10 30
2.10. 352-7361 Mr-n-Fn
5 008 00 pm

USING PURE INGREDIENTS

i
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1441 E. Wooster St.
Behind Finder'i East
Hours Mil 10 Sal A Sun. 9-10
Coupon A minimum $2.00 purchase necessary
Expires 11-22-12

Bagals, Cakes, Choc. Mousse)
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